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Abstract Automatic security inspection has received increasing interests in recent years. Due to the fixed top-down perspective of X-ray
scanning of often tightly packed luggages, such images typically suffer
from penetration-induced occlusions, severe object overlapping and violent changes in appearance. For this particular application, few research
efforts have been made. To deal with the overlapping in X-ray images
classification, we propose a novel Security X-ray Multi-label Classification Network (SXMNet). Our hypothesis is that different overlapping
levels and scale variations are the primary challenges in the multi-label
classification problem of prohibited items. To address these challenges,
we propose to incorporate 1) spatial attention to locate prohibited
items despite shape, color and texture variations; and 2) anisotropic
fusion of per-stage predictions to dynamically fuse hierarchical visual
information under violent variations. Motivated by these, our SXMNet
is boosted by bottom-up attention and neural-guided Meta Fusion. Raw
input image is exploited to generate high-quality attention masks in a
bottom-up way for pyramid feature refinement. Subsequently, the perstage predictions according to the refined features are automatically reweighted and fused via a soft selection guided by neural knowledge. Comprehensive experiments on the Security Inspection X-ray (SIXray) and
Occluded Prohibited Items X-ray (OPIXray) datasets demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method.

1

Introduction

With the increasing traffic in transportation hubs such as airports and high
speed rail stations, security inspection procedures are becoming the bottleneck
of throughput and causes of delays. However, such measures are indispensable
due to security concerns [1, 2]. One primary time-consuming security inspection procedure involves X-ray scanning of passenger luggages, which generates
pseudo-color images with respect to material properties via a dual energy X-ray
scanning process [3]. In this scenario, objects are randomly stacked and heavily overlapped with each other, inducing heavy object occlusions. However, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1, the appearance of X-ray imagery is different from regular
?
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RGB images in its pseudo colors, textures and its unique partial transparency
of materials. With such unique characteristics, dedicated machine learning algorithms and neural networks need to be crafted.

(a) Occlusion

(b) Penetration

Figure 1. Illustration of exemplar penetration-induced object overlapping.
Occluded items in (a), i.e. the gun (red ellipse) in the center and the knife (blue ellipse)
in the left appears in (b) via X-ray penetration, with changes in appearance.

Existing security X-ray scanning requires a trained professional to continuously monitor such images. Such a process is tiresome and difficult to scale up.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to improve the automation and accuracy of
recognizing prohibited items within X-ray images. Recently, with the prosperity
of applying deep learning methods [4], especially the convolutional neural networks, the recognition of prohibited items in X-ray pictures can be regarded as
a multi-label classification problem [5].
To recognize prohibited items under penetration-induced overlapping, we assume that low-level information especially colors and edges is the key to distinguish objects in complex and cluttered backgrounds. Moreover, such X-ray
images are often consist of objects of dramatically different sizes and existing
methods utilize Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) architecture [6] to alleviate
scale variation problem, which leverages ConvNets feature hierarchy to build
pyramid features. Afterwards, per-level predictions, i.e. outputs made according
to features of each level separately, are combined as final classification output
through an average fusion. However, these methods are shown in our paper to
be suboptimal, possibly due to their application of static fusion, which we speculate is insufficient to account for the challenging penetration-induced object
overlapping [7, 8] and violent appearance changes. Since such object overlapping
phenomena varies universally and diversely among X-ray images and within the
same image, it is reasonable to hypothesize that features with different spatial attention scores and from different levels contribute unequally in
the classification, which implies the needs for spatial attention and dynamic
late fusion.
Based on these assumptions, we propose a framework termed as SXMNet, to
solve the challenging penetration-induced overlapping in the X-ray multi-label
classification problem. Instead of directly extracting deep features, we construct
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a bottom-up spatial attention head, which utilizes the hierarchical character
of FPN, to select the foreground region from the complex and cluttered backgrounds. Since larger attention masks mean better locating capabilities [9,10], we
build bottom-up pathway to expand the resolution of attention masks, concatenating feature maps with the raw input image in several stages to exploit lowlevel visual information including edges and colors. Furthermore, neural-guided
Meta Fusion is proposed to automatically assign soft weights to the pyramid
predictions according to the neural knowledge rather than ad-hoc heuristics like
scales [11] or gated fusion [12]. Further experiments show that our hypothesis
is supported as our method outperforms the baseline by a large margin in the
multi-label classification task on X-ray images.
In summary, our major contributions are three-fold:
1) For locating prohibited items in the penetration-induced overlapping scenarios, we present the bottom-up attention mechanism, which utilizes the raw
input image in each stage to infuse low-level visual information such as colors,
textures and edge information.
2) We propose a plug-in Meta Fusion module to address the scale variation
problem, which can learn from other neural networks and re-weight the multistage predictions in a dynamic style.
3) To further evaluate the effects and transferability of the proposed Meta
Fusion mechanism, we implement it with several architectures and datasets.
Comprehensive experiments on the X-ray datasets prove that our approach
achieves superior performance over previous ones. Moreover, we validate that
neural knowledge is capable of better generalization performance through neuralguided Meta Fusion.

2
2.1

Related Work
Object Recognition within X-ray Images

Early work with X-ray security imagery primarily utilizes hand-crafted features like Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) together with Supported Vector Machine (SVM) for classification [13, 14]. Recently, object recognition within X-ray
images has also witnessed the prominence of powerful features of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and [15] first introduced the use of CNN to address
object classification task by comparing varying CNN architectures to the earlier work extensive BoVW [14]. In the scenario that each image may contain
more than one prohibited items, there are two typical types of object recognition methods. The first one worked on the instance level, providing bounding
box as well as predicted label for each instance individually [16–18]. The other
instead worked on image level which produces a score for each class indicating
its presence or absence [19]. [20] augments input images based on generative adversarial networks to improve classification performance. [5] utilizes hierarchical
refinement structure to deal with overlapping problem within X-ray images and
alleviates data imbalance with a well-designed loss. This paper mainly studies
the image-level recognition method.
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Attention Mechanism

Motivated by the human perception process using top information to guide
bottom-up feedforward process, attention mechanism has been widely applied
to many computer vision tasks such image classification [21, 22], scene segmentation [23, 24] and visual question answering [25]. Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks (SENet) [26] adaptively re-calibrates channel-wise feature responses by
explicitly modeling inter-dependencies between channels. Convolutional Block
Attention Module (CBAM) [27] sequentially infers attention maps along both
channel-wise and spatial-wise. Recently, attention mechanisms have been introduced to deep neural networks for multi-label image classification. It aims to
explicitly or implicitly extract multiple visual representations from a single image characterizing different associated labels [28–31]. In the context of object
recognition in X-ray images, researchers realized that these images often contain
fewer texture information, yet shape information stands out to be more discriminative [5]. Therefore, we design a bottom-up attention to utilize the low-level
visual information such as color and texture.

2.3

Fusion Mechanism

Fusion strategy includes early fusion (concatenate multiple features) and late
fusion (fuse predictions of different models). [32] adopts gated fusion strategy
which derives three inputs from an original hazy image to yield the final dehazed image. [33] utilizes a hard constraint on the matrix rank to preserve
the consistency of predictions by various features. The advantage of combining
multi-scale input images for multi-label image classification by employing varying fusion approaches has been proved in [34, 35]. In this filed, almost all the
methods mentioned above are based on intuition or algebraic knowledge, which
may not be the optimal fusion strategy for CNNs. Different from them, our Meta
Fusion utilizes neural knowledge to serve as the guidance of the fusion process,
supervising the learning of network in a neural-guided manner.

3
3.1

Proposed Approach
Formulation

For object recognition in X-ray images, the primary characteristic is that the
possible number and category of prohibited items appearing in the image is
uncertain. Therefore, we formulate it as a multi-label classification problem.
Suppose there are C classes of possible items in the dataset. For each given image
x, our goal is to obtain a C-dimensional vector y for each x, each dimension yc
for c ∈ {0, 1, ..., C}, is either 0 or 1, with 1 indicating the specified prohibited
item is present in this image and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 2. Overview architecture. Backbone extracts pyramid features shared between attention head and classification head. Attention head effectively outputs attention masks which in return improve the performance of classification head.

3.2

Security X-ray Multi-label Classification Network

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed Security X-ray Multi-label Classification Network (SXMNet) consists of three components: backbone, attention head and
multi-label classification head. Backbone outputs shared features among two
heads, which is implemented using ResNet50 with the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) architecture [6]. Attention head cooperates both shared features and
raw input image to generate attention masks, which serves as a feature selector
to distinguish prohibited items during penetration-induced scenarios. Based on
the attention masks, multi-label classification head refines pyramid features and
computes final predictions with neural-guided Meta Fusion mechanism.
Pyramid Refinement with Bottom-up Attention The goal is to predict
the category of prohibited items in X-ray security imagery. However, it is difficult to capture distinctive visual features within complex and cluttered imagery
due to penetration. To solve this problem, we introduce bottom-up attention
guidance to select reliable deep descriptors. Specifically, based on the output
pyramid feature pl , where l indicates the pyramid level, attention head predicts
the location of all prohibited items using the predicted heat map. From the last
feature maps of the backbone, the attention head is constructed by stacking Upsample Modules. Similar to [36], each Upsample Module consists of a bilinear
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Figure 3. Pipeline of Meta Fusion. meta fusion consists of two branches: predictbranch outputs predictions corresponding to each pyramid feature, and soft-weightbranch output weights indicating the importance of each pyramid feature. GAP means
global average pooling.

upsample layer to expand spatial sizes, several dilated convolutional layers to
extract deeper features without losing resolutions and a 1x1 convolutional layer
as output layer. Notably, the appearance features from raw input image could
provide abundant information to support the localization in penetration-induced
overlapping scenes, so we concat the feature and the rescale input image together
before each upsampling. Based on the outputs of the attention head, multi-scale
feature maps are refined in a pyramid refinement way like [37], where pyramid
features are multiplied with its corresponding attention mask simultaneously.
Classification with Meta Fusion In feature pyramid based classification networks, features of each level, namely pl , make their own prediction yl independently. Traditionally people merge them into the final prediction by simply
average them, as denoted in Eq. (1):
y=

lmax
1 X
yt ,
n

(1)

t=lmin

where lmin denotes the minimal pyramid level, lmax denotes the maximum and
n = lmax − lmin + 1.
However, the contributions from different level features should be different [38], weighting the pyramid predictions can produce performance gains. Especially in X-ray images, late fusion of predictions is essential to address penetration problem as we assumed. In addition, CNN model trained on a given X-ray
security image dataset will have a higher degree of generalization if applied to
other X-ray datasets [39]. Therefore, we propose to insert a meta-selection network [40] into the architecture, which utilizes the neural knowledge to predict
weights for soft prediction selection.
As shown in Fig. 3, we pool each pyramid feature so that each having spatial
size of 7x7, which is fed to the meta-selection network after concatenation, outputting a vector of the probability distribution as the weights of soft prediction
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selection. Thus, Eq. (1) is augmented into Eq. (2):
y=

lX
max

wt yt ,

(2)

t=lmin

where wt is the output of the meta-selection network.
Details of the meta-selection network is shown in Tab. 1.
Table 1. The architecture of the meta-selection network used in the proposed method.
Layer
Description
activation
input Refined feature pyramid
None
L-0
Conv, 768x3x3 → 256
ReLU
L-1
Conv, 256x3x3 → 256
ReLU
Conv, 256x3x3 → 256
ReLU
L-2
L-3 Fully connected, 256 → 3 Softmax

Loss Function The loss function of the proposed network consists of the attention term, meta selection term and multi-label classification term. For attention
term, we utilize Mean Squared Error (MSE) to measure the difference between
the ground-truth map and the estimated heatmap that the attention head predicted. For the meta selection term, we use the standard Cross-Entropy (CE). In
addition, Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) loss is utilized to optimize the multi-label
classification task.
During the stage of training attention head (stage I), the loss is:
LI = Latt ,

(3)

where Latt is the MSE loss of generating attention mask.
During the stage of training classification head (stage II), the total classification loss is given as follow:
LII = Lcls + λLmeta ,

(4)

where Lcls is the loss of the multi-label classification task, λ is the hyperparameter that controls the contribution of meta-selection loss, Lmeta .
Ground-truth Generation To train the SXMNet, we generate both groundtruth heatmaps and ground-truth meta selection labels. For the heatmaps, we
generate an inline ellipse of each annotated bounding box, where pixels inside
the ellipse is set to 1 and others are 0. Details of the generated ground-truth
are shown in Fig. 5. As for meta selection, first each image is forwarded through
all levels of feature pyramid by CHR [5]. The ground-truth is a one-hot vector,
with 1 indicating this pyramid level yielding the minimal classification loss and
0 otherwise.
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Training Strategy Different from self attention mechanism, the training scheme
of our model consists of two stages. In the stage I, we only train the attention
task with instance-level annotated data, which provides bounding box for each
prohibited item. So only parameters of backbone and the attention head are
updated. After stage I training is complete, we continue to train it on a large
number of image-level annotated data. The predicted attention maps, along with
pyramid feature representations of the input image, can be further utilized to
improve the multi-label classification performance.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we conduct experiments
on two benchmark security inspection datasets, i.e., SIXray [5] and OPIXray [41].
SIXray consists of 1,059,231 X-ray images, in which six classes of 8,929 prohibited items. These images are collected using a Nuctech dual-energy X-ray
scanner, where the distribution of the general baggage/parcel items corresponds
to stream-of-commerce occurrence. In our experiments, we only use the images
containing prohibited items and follow the same division protocol as [5], namely
7496 images for training and 1433 images for testing.
Compared with SIXray, OPIXray is more challenging with lower resolution
of prohibited items and higher inter-class similarity of them. It contains a total
of 8885 X-ray images of 5 categories of cutters (e.g., Folding Knife, Straight
Knife, Scissor, Utility Knife, Multi-tool Knife). The dataset is partitioned into
a training set and a testing set, with the former containing 80% of the images
(7109) and the latter containing 20% (1776). Since these images contain a lot of
pure white backgrounds, we crop each image before training.
4.2

Implementation Details

Network Details: In network implementation, l ∈ {3, 4, 5} and λ = 0.1.
Training Details:
We trained our network with SGD optimizer [42]. For
stage I, total epochs are 350 and the initial learning rate is 1e-5, which is
divided by 10 after every 100 epochs. For stage II, total epochs are 150 and the
initial learning rate is 1e-1 for fully connected layers and 2e-2 for others, which
is divided by 10 after every 30 epoch. The batch size is 64 for all training stages.
4.3

Comparison Methods

Baseline methods: We employ plaining training with ResNet [43] and ResNetFPN [6] as our baselines.
State-of-the-art methods: For state-of-the-art methods, we choose the recently proposed CHR [5] which achieves good multi-label classification accuracy
on SIXray datasets.
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Table 2. Multi-label classification performance (AP, %).
Dataset Category ResNet50 [43] ResNet50-FPN [6] CHR [5]
Gun
98.70
98.23
98.29
Knife
92.59
93.45
94.87
Pliers
96.41
96.66
96.40
SIXray
Scissors
91.09
92.30
91.75
Wrench
86.74
88.66
88.51
mean
93.36
93.86
93.96
Folding
92.93
93.92
94.62
Straight
65.40
64.76
67.42
Scissor
99.05
99.18
98.93
OPIXray
Utility
78.25
78.83
80.39
Multi-tool
96.15
96.20
97.28
mean
86.35
86.58
87.73

4.4

Ours
98.84
95.22
98.33
96.11
95.38
96.78
96.11
75.37
99.34
84.32
97.69
90.83

Overall Performance

Experimental Results on SIXray Tab 2 shows the results on the SIXray
datasets. Since CHR only gives the results on both positive and negative images,
we re-train it on the only positive images with the source codes provided by the
authors [5]. As shown in the table, we demonstrate that our method achieves
the best results across all categories, when comparing the baseline methods and
previous state-of-the art. Our method achieves larger performance enhancement,
i.e. 2.82% in terms of mean AP.
Experimental Results on OPIXray Similar to SIXray, our performance still
surpasses other method by a large margin in terms of mAP. We achieve 3.10%
improvements on OPIXray, from Tab 2.
4.5

Ablation Studies

Effects of Each Component To validate the effects of each component, we
conduct ablations on the attention mechanism and meta fusion mechanism. As
show in Tab. 3, the attention mechanism brings the largest improvements, i.e.
2.05% in terms of mean AP, indicating that spatial attention plays an important
role in handling heavily clusttered in X-ray images. The power of effectively localization in return verifies our assumption: effective spatial attention mechanism
could improve recognition performance in penetration-induced over-lapping scenarios. As we assumed, different levels of penetration require anisotropic fusion
of predictions and our meta fusion is designed to soft-weight predictions during
training. As shown in Tab. 3, Meta Fusion can result in a slight improvements
compared with our attention mechanism, i.e. 0.4%. With both attention mechanism and meta fusion mechanism, we achieve the best performance on SIXray,
showing that spatial attention and anisotropic fusion are jointly contributing to
the multi-label classification task within X-ray images.
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Table 3. Ablation Results of Each Component (AP, %).

Baseline

Backbone
ResNet-50

Ours

ResNet-50

FPN

Attention

√
√
√
√

Meta Fusion

√
√
√

√

mAP
93.36
93.86
95.91
94.26
96.78

Table 4. Ablation studies for the effects and transferability of Meta Fusion.
Dataset

SIXray OPIXray

Gated Fusion [12] 96.15

90.67

Our MF-I
96.33
90.36
Our MF-N
96.78 90.83
MF-I denotes meta fusion with label provided by intuition. MF-N denotes meta
fusion where label is provided by CHR [5].

Effects and Transferability of Meta Fusion For better understanding of
our proposed Meta Fusion, we conduct experiments on different fusion strategies.
We compare three fusion methods including gated fusion, Meta Fusion by Intuition (MF-I) and Meta Fusion by Neural (MF-N). MF-I denotes using intuitive
label according to the proportion of the smallest bounding box of prohibited
items. Specifically, for proportion under 2%, we set p3 level as the ground truth,
between 2% and 20% are set to p4 level, and others are p5 level. MF-N means
using the label generated by CHR [5], setting the pyramid level with smallest
classification loss as the ground-truth. As shown in Tab. 3, meta fusion achieves
better performance compared with gated fusion. In addition, optimization with
label provided by neural knowledge (see +MF-N) allows better utilization of
pyramid features than label given by intuition (see +MF-I).
Furthermore, to evaluate the transferability of Meta Fusion, we train our
network on OPIXray with label generated by CHR, which is trained only on
SIXray. The categories of prohibited items in SIXray is different from those in
OPIXray. As shown in the right column of Tab. 3, Meta Fusion still performs
better than naive gated fusion, proving the neural knowledge will be capable of
better generalization performance through Meta Fusion. Note that the performances of MF-I on OPIXray is slightly reduced. We speculate that the reason
is that prohibited items are much smaller in size than those in SIXray, so the
prior knowledge mismatches OPIXray situations.
To facilitate the understanding of our proposed Meta Fusion mechanism, we
visualize the distribution of the Meta Fusion label during training and fusion
weights during inference, as indicated by the histogram in Fig. 4. The left panel
of Fig. 4 shows a histogram of labels provided by prior Knowledge (MF-I) and
provided by minimal classification loss according to CHR (MF-N). The figure
suggests that the distribution of labels provided by intuition and CHR differs a
lot, we conjecture that the proportion of smallest prohibited item always be in
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Figure 4. Histogram of the selected pyramid level on SIXray. (left) shows the
histogram of training label provided by prior Knowledge (MF-I) and label provided by
minimal classification loss according to CHR (MF-N); (right) shows the histogram of
the pyramid level with the max weight predicted by gated fusion, MF-I, and MF-N
during inference.

a moderate level, so most of the intuitive labels indicate the p4 as the optimal
level, while CHR labels prefer to p3 .
The right panel of the of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the fusion weights for
the test set during inference. We just plot the pyramid layers corresponding to
the maximum selection weight for simplicity. As the figure shows, the predicted
fusion weights are affected by its training label since the histograms are similar
between them. What is more, whether the neural knowledge the network utilizes
comes from itself (Gated Fusion) or other networks (MF-N), they perform in a
similar manner: both concentrating on the most top (p5 ) or most down (p3 )
features, neglecting the middle pyramid feature. This phenomenon may suggest
that the p3 and p5 have the most distinct representations in FPN architecture.
Table 5. Validation of training strategy(AP, %). Our strategy(2nd row) is compared
with self attention mechanism(1st row).
Strategy
Self
Ours

SIXray
SIXray
mean
(only classification) (attention & classification)
√
94.11
√
96.78

Effects of Training Bottom-up Attention To determine the cause of the
performance improvement an increase parameters caused by the attention head
or the selection capability of the attention head, we conduct experiments on
different ways of training the attention head. For fair comparison, we keep the
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Figure 5. Qualitative results of attention masks on test set. The results show
that our low-level assistance attention is effective in complex and cluttered background
due to penetration-induced overlapping problem. (Best viewed in color and zoomed in.)

architecture of the network unchanged and only change task used in stage I. As
shown in Tab. 5, Self means self attention, which skips the stage I and initializes the network with parameters trained on ImageNet [44], and Ours indicates
our training strategy. Experimental results demonstrate that our training strategy outperforms the self-attention strategy, indicating the capability of locating
prohibited items can be beneficial.
Fig. 5 shows some qualitative results of predicted attention masks on the test
set, indicating that our low-level assistance help to discover prohibited items
under complex and cluttered backgrounds.
Table 6. Quantitative results of different output attention resolution.
Resolution SIXray
28
96.12
56
96.78
112
95.47

Table 7. Results of whether concatenating the raw input image
while constructing attention head.
Raw Input Image? SIXray
Attention
95.72
√
Attention
96.78
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(c) Resolution-128

Figure 6. Attention training loss of each resolution on SIXray. We construct
attention head with different outputting resolution masks based on none upsample
module (A), 1 upsample modules (B) and 2 upsample modules (C), respectively. It is
obviously that network has lower training loss in the former stage with larger masks
follows afterwards.

Effects of Resolution of Attention Mask To demonstrate the impact of the
resolution of attention mask, we conduct several experiments with different resolutions of attention masks. As shown in Fig. 6, with more upsampling modules,
namely higher outputting attention resolution, the loss of each stage is much
smaller, showing large attention mask help precisely locate prohibited items.
Based on stage I model, we continue training the multi-label classification task.
From Tab. 6, large resolution with better locating ability could further boost the
multi-label classification performance. For the case with resolution 112, we observed a significant drop in performance and our preliminary assessment is due
to overfitting, possibly due to limited granularity in ground-truth generation.
Effects of Low-level Assistance To validate the effects of low-level assistance
while building the attention head, we conduct experiments on whether adding
the raw input image to construct the attention head. As Tab. 7 shows, concatenating raw input image as the low-level assistance can bring 1.06% improvements, indicating that low-level visual information, such as edges and colors, is
important in locating objects under heavily cluttered backgrounds.
Table 8. Performance comparison between Meta Fusion-integrated (MF-I, MF-N) network and baselines for two multi-label classification approaches.
Method
Res50-FPN [6]
Res50-FPN + MF-I
Res50-FPN + MF-N
CHR [5]
CHR + MF-I
CHR + MF-N

SIXray OPIXray
93.86
94.65
94.24
93.96
93.87
93.77

86.58
87.33
87.64
87.33
88.29
87.84
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Comparing with Different Baselines

To further evaluate the effectiveness of Meta Fusion and verify Meta Fusion
can be applied to various networks in the prediction fusion stage, we conduct
experiments on two approaches with multi-prediction architecture, i.e., Res50FPN [6] and CHR [5]. The results are shown in Tab. 8.
As we can see from Tab. 8, the performance of Meta Fusion-integrated networks are improved by 1.06% and 0.96% compared with Res50-FPN, and CHR
respectively on OPIXray. Meanwhile, 0.79% improvement is gained compared
with Rer50-FPN on SIXray, which indicates that our module can be inserted
as a plug-and-play module into networks with predictions fusion stage and receive a better performance. Note that the performance of MF-integrated CHR
on SIXray is sightly below the baseline, and we speculate that the labels are
given by CHR trained on SIXray itself, which limits further performance boost.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the prohibited items discovery problem in X-ray
scanning images. We propose a novel SXMNet to deal with the penetrationinduced overlapping with both spatial attention and dynamic fusion. For selecting reliable foregrounds, the raw input image is utilized as low-level assistance
to construct attention head in bottom-up pathway. Subsequently, per-stage predictions of refined pyramid features are fused adaptively in a weighted manner,
where the weights are dynamically predicted by the proposed neural-guided Meta
Fusion scheme. Experimental results demonstrate that presented framework outperforms the baselines and previous state-of-art by a large margin.
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